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A sampling of the new features included in this release: Microsoft Office 2010 and Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 support Fully integrated Java application development Improved Developer Web
Performance Tools (DWPT) Enhanced Reporting Tools Intuitive Visual Studio Integration (VSI)
Microsoft Office Data Connectivity and Integration (MOCI) Office.NET Assembly Directories for

various languages Better Web Connectivity Direct Access to Custom Business Objects (BO) Search
Server Configuration easily connect to proprietary databases A whole new user experience for web
searchers and increased productivity for web developers. Search for specific search terms within

Microsoft Office files and access Web documents quickly. Just copy and paste to Office files or save
links to web pages. A new, intuitive interface is even easier to use than Visual Web Developer

Studio. For example, developers can use links to access Web sites via Office, without navigating the
Internet browser, and can quickly create links to a companies intranet. Quickly connect to websites.

Links you create in Word can even connect to Access databases. To help you work faster and
smarter in Microsoft Office 2010 and Visual Studio 2010, the DWPT tool that you use with the Office
and Visual Studio development tools has been reworked. DWPT (Developer Web Performance Tools)
works with a new user interface, offers a new dashboard, an improved workflow, and more. To help
you get the most from DWPT, you can access and modify the feature settings in your build settings
as well as define and track your own custom tasks and rules. The size and memory impact of your
projects will no longer be a concern when you use DWPT. DWPT supports the most recent versions

of the Microsoft Office development tools, and it can be installed side by side with the Microsoft
Office 2010 and Visual Studio 2010 applications. For more information visit http://go.microsoft.
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Today we had the presentation of the full committee report, which is attached at the end. This is a
brief report and there are a couple of committees doing some evaluations, and those committees
have a lot of recommendations. I will send this to Eric Henson after he returns from New York. The

Teaching Emotions Toolkit is a bundle designed for children with disabilities to learn about emotions
as well as regulation. It contains all the resources users need to give children an emotion

vocabulary, help them to better understand what they are feeling and what to do with those
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feelings. This toolkit gives intentional teaching of emotional intelligence. These resources are a non-
threatening and fun way to improve their emotional IQ skills in the home or in the classroom. These

activiti The Modulite EZ-Activator is a tracking system designed for use by individuals with upper
extremity disabilities, severe physical disabilities, and spinal cord injury. It is designed to monitor

the use of certain devices, such as elevator and escalator buttons, wheelchair jacks, restroom
urinals, and doors. It operates with any Modulite EZ-Activator sensor equipped with a remote

control. The EZ-Activator is more advanced than the DRSZ30, and does not require any special
wiring or installation. Buttons and signals can be used both to control apparatus and to record

activities, either separately or in a synchronized fashion. It can count the number of times each
button is pressed, and can read both the number and Users can also hide the border around the

tiles and drag them to a different location.Adding a touch of graphical simplicity, the simple shapes
of Office are enhanced with new rounded corners and shadow effects. 5ec8ef588b
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